ABSTRACT. If V is a complex analytic subvariety of pure dimension k in the unit ball in C" which does not contain the origin, then the 2fc-volume of V equals the measure computed with multiplicity of the set of (n -A:)-complex subspaces through the origin which meet V. The measure of this set computed without multiplicity is a smaller quantity which is nevertheless bounded below by a number depending only on the distance from V to the origin. As an application we characterize normal families in the unit ball as those families of analytic functions whose restrictions to each complex line through the origin are normal. The complex analysis which we shall need will be developed in the context of uniform algebras.
1. Introduction. Let F be a pure n -1 dimensional analytic subvariety of the unit ball B" in C" which does not contain the origin. By a result of Kneser [9] and Lelong [10] , the 2(n -1)-volume of V in C" is equal to the measure, computed with multiplicity, of the image V in complex projective space P"-1 (under the restriction to Kof the natural projection p: C"\{0) -» P"'1) where the measure in P""1 is the natural invariant measure appropriately normalized. In other words: the volume of V is equal to the measure, counted with multiplicity, of the set of complex lines (= one dimensional complex linear subspaces of C) in C which meet V. Now if V stays near the origin, say V meets the ball of a fixed radius r, then the 2(n -l)-volume of Fis bounded below (by (1 -r)2("_l) • a(n -1) where a(k) is the volume of the unit ball in C*, see [14] ); consequently, the measure, with multiplicity, of the set of complex lines which meet V is bounded below. If we consider the measure of the family of complex lines which meet V, not with multiplicity, but simply as a subset of P"_I, we get a smaller quantity which, as we shall prove, is still bounded below. The precise result is this: There exists a strictly positive, decreasing, continuous function q(r), defined for 0 < r < 1, such that if V is a pure n -1 dimensional subvariety of Bn and r is the distance from V to the origin, then the measure of the set (without reference to multiplicity) of complex lines in P"_l which meet V is bounded below by q(r).
More generally, we shall consider subvarieties of B" of arbitrary pure dimension. The Grassmann manifold G(n,k) of all C-linear subspaces of C" of complex dimension k carries a natural measure which is invariant under unitary transfor-
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where "dJ" is the invariant volume element on G(n,n -k) normalized to have total mass one.
We shall identify G(n,j) with G(n -\,j -1), the set of j -1 dimensional complex planes in Pn_l in the usual way; namely, if p: C\{0} -» P"_l is the natural projection, J E G(n,j) corresponds to p(J) E G(n -\,j -1). By a local variety in PJ we mean an analytic subvariety of an open subset of P5. With the Fubini-Study metric, P1 is a Kaehler manifold and there is a natural notion [4] of the 2£-volume of a local rc-variety W of P5, denoted by 2&-vol W. We have the Generalized Crofton's formula. Let W be a local re-variety in P*. Then 2k-vo\W=cjô{ssk)nw(J)dJ where nw(J) = the number of points in W n / and C is a constant of normalization.
For the proof see de Rham [4] and Santaló [12] (also cf. Chern [3] ). Define a (l,l)-form a = //235 log||z|p in C\{0} and put af = (l/p!)a A • • • A a(p times). We shall apply the following result of Kneser [9] and Lelong [10] .
Lemma 2.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, 2k-vol V = fvak.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. If co is the (l,l)-form on P"_1 induced by the Kaehler metric, then u¡p is the volume element (up to normalization) for local p varieties in P""1 [4] . Also a = p*(w) (p: C"\{0) ->• P""1) and so a" = p*(u"). Now p | V has discrete fibers (as 0 £ V) and therefore rank p\ V = k on each component of V. Thus there is a subvariety A of V of dimension < k such that V\A consists of regular points of V at which rank p = k. Write V\A = KJ{Vm: 1 <»j<co} where Vm is a coordinate neighborhood in Kon which p maps biholomorphically onto a local k-variety in P"_1. Put Sm = K,\U{Vj'-1 </ < m). Letting Cx, C2, C3 be constants of normalization we get
It is easy to see from Crofton's formula that if W Q P"_l is a countable union of local varieties of dimension < k, then f nw(J)dJ = 0. Since p(A) Q pn_l is contained in such a set W, $nA(J)dJ = fn^AX(J)dJ = 0. Thus nv\A = nv almost everywhere on G(71,71 -k) and we conclude that (2.1) Tk-volV-cf^nyWdJ.
To evaluate C3, choose V to be the intersection with B" of a /V-plane close to the origin. Then 2A:-vol V is close to a(k), the volume of the unit ball in C*. Also, as nv(J ) is equal to 1 for most J (as V is near 0), the right-hand side of (2.1) is close to C3 • 1. We conclude that C3 = a(k) = w*\tc!.
3. In this section we obtain the results on uniform algebras which will be our main analytic tool. For the algebra of functions analytic on the unit disc the following theorem was obtained in [2] . there is a continuous real valued function A of T, such that 0 < A < 1, h is identically one on a neighborhood of y and Jo2" h(te'9)d9 < /"'(''('»') + e)-Let u be the harmonic extension of A to the interior of T, and let v be the harmonic conjugate of 1» with v(0) = 0. Put F(z) = u(z) + iv(z) for |z| < t. Define F(z) for \z\ > / by F(z) = 2 -F(z*) where z* = t2/z is the symmetric point [1] of z with respect to L\ Thus F is analytic off T, and furthermore, since 2 -z is the symmetric point of z with respect to the line Re z = 1, it follows by the reflection principle [1] that F is analytic on y (since u | T, = 1 on a neighborhood of y). Thus Fis analytic on a neighborhood of/(^<H). Since f(^W) is the spectrum of/as an element of A, it follows from the Gelfand theory that F ° / £ A and so
Taking real parts in (3.2) gives
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Since 0 < u(z) < 1 on \z\ < t, it follows that 1 < 2 -u(z). We conclude that
Re F > 0 on/M) and Re F > 1 on {z E f(<=M): \z\ > /}. Hence
We have o{x: \f(x)\ > t} < (2irt)-x (l(y) + e). Letting e -0 gives (3.1).
Remark. The theorem is true in somewhat greater generality. Let A, <M, jc0> <* be as before. Let/, and/2 be elements of A with no common zeros in <=M, and such that/,(*") = 0. Define/: JV\ -> C = C U {oo} by
In particular f(x0) = 0. Then Using <i>(») = r2/(l + i2) in Lemma 3.2 gives frj^do < K/M)).
As |/|2/(1 + l/l2) = l/,|2/(l/,|2 + I/2I2) we have the corollary. 4 . The main step in studying the image sets in Grassmannians is Theorem 4.1. Let n > 2 be an integer. There exists a strictly positive decreasing continuous function c(r) defined for 0 < r < 1 w/iA the following property: Let X be a compact polynomially convex subset of the closed unit ball in C for which the Shilov boundary of P(X) lies in the unit sphere {z EC: \\z\\ = 1}. Let 0 < r < 1 be the distance from X to the origin. Let S = {J E G(ti,7i -1): J n X # 0}. Proof. Let Xs = s~x(V n sB") for r < s < 1 (where XK = {Ax: x £ K} for K Q C, X E C). Then the set of J £ G(ti,ti -1) which meet V contains the set of / which meet Xs and the latter set has measure > c(r/s) by the theorem, since r/s is the distance from X, to the origin. Letting 5 -» 1 gives the desired conclusion.
We begin the proof of Theorem 4.1 with some remarks on G(n,n -1). Let e" be a fixed unit vector in C" such that re" E X. Then [e"]x, the orthogonal complement of the C-linear span [e"] of e", is an element of G(ti,7i -1). Put G' = G(ti,7» -l)\{[ejx}. We shall identify P"~2 with the set of complex lines in [en\L and we define a map <f>: G' -» P"~2 as follows: If J E G', let ttj be the 2""' \zk\2 < 'lznl2)-By the local maximum modulus principle [5] , the Shilov boundary 2 of P(Y) is contained in the intersection of Y with the union of the unit sphere and the set {z: 2""' lz*l2 = 'kJ2}-Also x0 -re" E Y as x0 G X.
We claim that z" is invertible in P(Y). To see this we argue by contradiction and suppose otherwise. Then z" has a zero on f, the polynomially convex hull of Y, say at a = 21*"1 <****• As ? ç X, ||a||2 = 2f~l l«*|2 > '■'■ Let /x be a representing measure on 2 for the point a. We have a\ -f z\dp for 1 < A: < n -1.
Hence r2 < ||a||2 < / 2"_l l2*l2^ ^ / 'l^l2^ < '• This is a contradiction, as r2 > (1 -r)/V = / by choice of r0. Let a be a representing measure for x0 on 2 for the algebra P(Y). Let g = [z E 2: 2f~' lr*l2 = 'lznl2l-We sha11 estimate o(Q): As zn is invertible in i°(y), r"2 = J"z~2do. This implies r"2 < / \z"\~2da = J"e +/2\e-°n Q (in facton Y), \z"\2 > r2/(\ + t), and on 2\ß, \z"\2 > 1/(1 + t). We get r~2 < r~2il + t)o(Q) + (1 + /)(1 -o(Q)). It follows that
Now we apply Corollary 3.4 to zk/z" E P(Y) and conclude that <44) /Ä4 s {fa»)} 5. We can now prove the result discussed in the introduction.
Theorem 5.1. Let 1 < k < ti be given. There exists a strictly positive decreasing continuous function q defined for 0 < r < 1 with the following property: Let V be a pure k dimensional complex analytic subvariety of B" which does not contain the origin. Let 0 < r < 1 be the distance from V to the origin. Then the measure in G(n,n -k)ofS = {/ E G(ti,7» -k): J n V # 0} is bounded below by q(r).
For the case k -\, this is simply Corollary 4.2. We shall also reduce the general case to this corollary. Thus we assume k > 1 and setj = n -k,\ <j < TJ-2.
We begin with some remarks on G(n,j). Let {ek}" be an orthonormal basis of C such that re" E V. Let A = {J E G(n,j): e" E J). Then A is a proper subvariety of G(n,j) and consequently is of measure zero in G(n,j). Let G' = G(n,j)\A and identify G(ti -lj) with the set of ally dimensional C-linear subspaces of [e,,]1. We define a map <p: G' -» G(ti -1,/) as follows: <f>(7) equals the orthogonal projection of J to [e"]x; since e" £ J, this projection has dimension/. If /' E G(ti -1J), the fiber <t>~x(J') consists of those J E G' whose orthogonal projections on [en]L equal J'; i.e., <$>~X(J') consists of ally dimensional subspaces of /' © [e"] which do not contain e". If we identify the set of ally dimensional subspaces of J' © [e"] with G(j + \,j) we see that ty~x(J') is identified to G(j + \,j)\A(J') where A(J') is a proper subvariety of G(j + \,j). Let ßr be the differential form on <¡>~](J') obtained by restricting the invariant volume form on G(j + 1,/) to $~X(J') via the above identification. Let to be the invariant volume form on G(n -\,j) and let a be the differential form on G' defined by J -* ß^JX A #*(«). Let y be the invariant volume form on G(n,j). the integral on the left-hand side of (5.1). 6 . We shall now obtain some applications of the previous results to normal families. Recall that a family 9 of analytic functions on a complex manifold ß is normal if every sequence in 9 has a subsequence which converges uniformly on compact subsets of Q either to an analytic function or to 00, and that 9 is normal at a point x G Q if there exists a neighborhood W of x such that the restriction of 9 to W is normal. For A Q B" we shall denote the distance from A to the origin by d(A,0) with the convention that d(0,O) = 1. Proposition 6.1. Let {V¡} be a sequence of subvarieties of pure dimension k (0 < k < n) in B" none of which contain the origin. 
